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For the Enrichment of Jewish Thought 
Recent Research on 
Women In Israel: Politics, 
Academic and Motherhood 
Genderlng Politics: 
Women in Israel 
by Hanna Herzog 
Lanham, MD: Lexington Books 
Hurdles in the Halls of Science: 
The Israel case 
by Nina Toren 
Lanham, MD: Lexington Books 
Reproducing Jews: A Cultural 
Account of Assisted 
Conception in Israel 
by Susan Martha Kahn 
Durham, NC, and London: Duke 
University Press 
A Review Essay 
by Esther Fuchs 
These books explore the social status of 
Jewish women in Israel. Hanna Herzog's 
book is a study of the patterns of female 
leadership in local politics. It offers a con­
vincing analysis of the obstacles and pitfalls 
encountered by women who enter local poli­
tics in Israel. I devote much greater space for 
this work not only because of the detailed 
and thorough research work that informs it 
but also because of the quantitative scope of 
the book. Toren finds that academic women 
lag behind their male counterparts despite 
their greater visibility in the 1990s. Finally, 
Susan Martha Kahn studies groups of women 
who seek reproductive technologies in Is­
rael. 
Hanna Herzog's Gendering Politics: 
Women in Israel examines the role of women 
in Israeli politics. In principle, it confirms 
what other studies on Israeli women's par­
ticipation in political life have found: that 
women continue to play a marginal role in 
the nation's political life. Despite women's 
successful struggle for the vote in the 1920s, 
during the Yishuv period under the British 
Mandate, formal equality has not necessar­
ily produced pragmatic results. Israel's 
multiparty system has not induced a larger 
representation of women. In spite of the 
well-known exception of Golda Meir, 
women's representation in the Knesset has 
remained between 7 and 9 percent. Local 
government is often preceived as the politi­
cal arena most suited for women and yet, 
Herzog finds that women's participation in 
this framework does not differ much from 
other political frameworks. 
In her introduction, Herzog presents the 
following questions as central to her re­
search: What makes the structure of local 
government politically distinctive? To what 
extent does this create possibilities for women 
to enter local government? Whatdifficulties 
confront them? She also emphasizes here 
the gendered division of the public and pri­
vate sphere as the main reason women are 
kept in the margins of Israel's political life. 
Chapter One, "Women in Local Poli­
tics," demonstrates that women's represen­
tation in local governments is lower than in 
the Knesset and in political parties. The 
situation of women in Israel is unfavorable 
when compared with local governments else­
where. Compared to Sweden's 38.4 per­
cent, in Israel only 8.5 percent of local rep­
resentatives are women. The social profile 
of the woman who is successfully elected to 
discharge public office on the local level 
suggests that she is, on average, better edu­
cated than her male colleagues on the local 
council. Her family's economic situation is 
above the Israeli average, she works outside 
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the home in what is considered a women's 
profession, and she is active in a political 
party or in a volunteer organization. Herzog 
implies that this profile fits in many ways the 
"superwoman" type of women in liberal 
Western societies. 
Chapter Two, "Women and Politics: 
The PrivatelPublic Split," argues that the 
division between private and public, which 
is usually taken for granted, is an ideological 
political distinction that serves as a basic 
cultural mechanism to exclude women from 
politics. The gulf in the private and the 
public becomes a basic organizing principle 
of everyday life and a central shaping force 
of gender identity. This Western middle 
class division isolates women, consigning a 
woman to her home-and-castle and render­
ing her incapable of taking part in shaping 
the political world according to her own 
needs and priorities. 
Chapter Three, "Role Conflict as an 
Ideology," contends that most women who 
enter politics tend to postpone their careers 
until they feel they are released from their 
maternal duties. Most women in local poli­
tics tend to conform to the Israel norms that 
encourage families and emphasize the 
mother's importance in the children's up­
bringing and education. Single women are 
discouraged from entering politics, based on 
the perception that it is better to have the 
more conformist women in the male bas­
tions of power (p. 65). This chapter argues 
that for men the family role is not perceived 
as central, while women who enter local 
politics take the family into consideration 
and will organize their political schedules 
accordingly. "The ideology of role divi­
sions according to gender does not permit 
them to say what women can say: that 
domestic duties take precedence" (p. 77). 
Yet, the notion that women enter politics 
only after completing their "private" obliga­
tions is fallacious. Most women devote 
many years to volunteer activities or to party 
politics much before formally entering the 
public arena. This period of quiet prepara­
tion is not usually taken into account and it 
usually becomes absorbed into the realm of 
private activities. 
Chapter Four, "Have Your Cake and 
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Eat It: Women Entering the Public Sphere," 
demonstrates that most women entering poli­
tics tend to join women's organizations and 
find activity in traditionally feminine areas. 
In the labor force, the feminine professions 
are considered extensions of the private 
sphere: education, services, relief, social 
welfare. Similarly, women's organizations 
supposedly play by different rules; they are 
less prestigious. Women were able to move 
from the private to the public organizational 
sphere by becoming volunteers or philan­
thropists. Though voluntary organizations 
are hierarchical and marked by competition, 
the fact that they encourage work without 
pay reinforces traditional images of women 
and their social roles. The result is that the 
dichotomy between male-public-political 
and female-public-apolitical is preserved by 
the continued devaluation of women's vol­
unteering and women's voluntary organiza­
tions. 
Chapter Five, "Exchange Rate for 
Women: Converting Resources Into Politi­
cal Power," discusses women's resources 
and their ability to translate these resources 
into political gain. The major personal capi­
tal of women in Israeli local politics is edu­
cation and usually their level of education is 
higher than that of their male counterparts. 
Other resoures include one's military ser­
vice, socia-economic status and profession. 
Ethnic background serves as a resource for 
Afro-Asian and Mizrahi councilwomen who 
are explicit about their attempt to increase 
women's and Mizrahi representation in lo­
cal politics. As for organizational affiliation 
and activity, women invest time and energy 
in various types of organizations but do not 
necessarily advance through them and, there­
fore, are not inclined to view organizational 
activity as a form of political activity, in 
contrast to their male counterparts. Only 
recently has affiliation with feminist net­
works been cited as a serious political re­
source with the potential to advance one's 
career goals. The party remains the most 
important mechanism for deciding a 
woman's place on the list, and her political 
prospects. Yet, just as a woman's personal 
capital does not guarantee her one of the top 
slots, neither does a serious commitment to 
the party. As an organization, the party does 
not encourage women, though some parties 
are more congenial to women than others. 
Chapter Six, "Women and the Political 
Map," Herzog analyses the various parties 
in terms of their attitudes to women's repre­
sentation. On the whole, she argues that the 
Left in Israel has been the dominant factor in 
introducing women into politics. Most coun­
cilwomen have been elected on behalf of the 
Labor Party in its various incarnations. Yet, 
though women from Labor enjoy greater 
representation, they are relegated to less 
influential positions. Second to Labor, inde­
pendent lists are the optimal channel for 
women seeking political advancement and a 
career in local government. The women 
elected on independent lists focused more 
on the need to advance a specific cause than 
those from the big parties. The largest right­
wing party, Likud, brings fewer women into 
politics and leaves them to struggle for posi­
tions of power. A conspicuous feature of the 
religious parties is their rejection of women 
and the obstacles placed in their way. 
Chapter Seven, "Local Community and 
Despite the various disciplinary 
perspectives of these three books 
and the different foci of their re­
search, all three authors seem to 
suggest that women in Israel are 
currently facing serious challanges, 
both in the public and private 
domains. 
Local Politics," provides us with an insight 
into the life of Arab councilwomen. In 1989, 
the Arab sector consisted of three munici­
palities and 55 local councils. Only three 
women were elected to local councils. 
Herzog explains the small numberofwomen 
as a result of the emphatically patriarchal 
structure of the Arab hamulah, which is 
based on male authority. In the last decade, 
Palestinian women have been caught be­
tween two forces driving them in opposite 
directions: either to effect a breakthrough 
into the public realm and gain equality as 
Palestinians and as women or to get back 
into the home, in line with a conservative 
national-religious identity. Each ofthe three 
councilwomen has found ways to mitigate 
the tension between traditional patterns and 
their aspirations to become involved in pub­
lic life. 
Chapter Eight, "Politics of Women or 
by Women?," addresses the question of fe­
male political style: Will the women who 
made the decision to enter the male world of 
poiitics adopt the dominant definitions and 
rules of the political game, or will they join 
the feminists' belief in a women's different 
voice and style? Herzog points out that the 
demands made on women in politics are 
contradictory and entrapping. The same 
traits that make a male a successful politi­
cian are sought in a female but if she behaves 
accordingly she is considered excessively 
"masculine," too ambitious and too aggres­
sive. While the most coveted positions on 
the average council are the council head and 
deputy council head, 70 percent of council­
women staffed relatively low prestige com­
mittees such as education, health, the elderly 
and youth. These women, although involved 
in the public sphere, insist on defining it in 
terms of what is expected of them as women. 
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Like the female Knesset members, women 
in local government are not usually found on 
committees that are perceived as dealing 
with "masculine" areas, such as manage­
ment, finance and security. Most council­
women do not stay in politics; 90 percent do 
not run for a second term. The reasons they 
cite are disappointment, lack of achieve­
ment, rotation and protest. Some indicate 
personal reasons, others pin the blame on 
discrimination and male pressure. 
Chapter Nine, "Women on the Top," 
states that five out of six councilwomen who 
reached the top---that is, who became heads 
of council-hail from small villages and 
towns. The social profiles of the women 
reveal married women and mothers who are 
members of voluntary organizations. Herzog 
presents the life stories of the five Jewish, 
and the single Palestinian, women who made 
it to the top, pointing out that "a woman in 
public life is judged by far harsher criteria 
than a man; a woman must truly excel in 
order to make people abandon stereotypical 
thinking about women" (pp. 221-222). The 
women interviewed by Herzog stressed the 
importance of entering public conscious­
ness. To accomplish this they had to elec­
tioneer, get people to sign petitions, hold 
rallies and meet in supporters' homes, shake 
hands on street comers, and receive media 
exposure. 
Chapter Ten, "More Than a Looking 
Glass: Women in Politics and the Media," 
focuses precisely on the question of media 
coverage to women in local politics. Based 
on articles dealing with women candidates, 
Herzog found several techniques of repre­
sentation that reinforced the stereotype of 
the "feminine" candidate. Only 5 percent of 
the relevant articles in the general press 
removed women from the narrow confines 
of women's "special" interests, placing them 
in the sections that cover politics and elec­
tion campaigns. Most representations em­
phasize the women's biological gender, high­
lighting her as an aesthetic and sexual ob­
ject; the press tends to flatter the candidates 
for their physical appearance. Most women 
candidates tend to cooperate with journalists 
and provide information that presents them 
as women first and politicians second. An­
other way to nullify women in politics is to 
present them as exceptions, implying that 
most women are not fit for politics. Thus, 
media coverage of local women politicians 
reinforces traditional stereotypes of femi­
ninity and helps to keep women in their 
"appropriate" place. 
In her last chapter, "Conclusion: En­
trapped in a Gendered World," Herzog ar­
gues that her analysis of a woman's place in 
Israeli politics demonstrates that, as in other 
Western societies, the central mechanism to 
exclude women from politics is the binary 
opposition of the private and public spheres 
as well as the association of women with the 
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former and men with the latter. This social 
construction leads women candidates and 
electees to create a "social veil" that permits 
them to enter the public arena without chal­
lenging the social myth of women's natural 
preference for the private sphere. By work­
ing in and through voluntary organizations 
women avoid direct competition with male 
politicians. Women tend to present them­
selves as public servants rather than politi­
cians. Yet, argues Herzog, women in local 
politics who claim they are engaged in ser­
vice activities are depoliticizing the realm of 
local government (p. 209). "What is needed 
then," Herzog concludes, "is a change not 
only in the approach of women but in that of 
the entire society" (p. 271). 
This thoroughly researched book is a 
must for anyone interested in the status of 
women in Israeli society and politics, as well 
as scholars and advanced students of mod­
em Israel. Its comparative perspective makes 
this book valuable to scholars of political 
sciences in other fields and regions of the 
world. 
Hurdles in the Halls of Science: The 
Israel Case, by Nina Toren, focuses on the 
status of women in Israel's academic institu­
tions. Her main thesis is that despite the 
growing numbers of women entering aca­
demic life, women have lower levels of 
participation, position, productivity and rec­
ognition. In this regard, they share the 
predicament of academic women in other 
countries, notably the United States. To 
varying degrees, women experience stereo­
typing, exclusion, segregation and isolation 
usually associated with discrimination 
against subordinate minorities. Inmost coun­
tries, women comprised less than one-third 
of total faculty in the I990s. At the same 
time, they constituted between 7 and 10 
percent highest academic rank of full profes­
sor. What distinguishes theisraeli case is the 
consistent attempt to deny that any problem 
of disparity or discrimination exists alto­
gether. 
Toren argues thatthe overall small num­
ber of women in academia affects their 
chances for promotion and retention. Nev­
ertheless, she finds that in the Sciences, 
where women are represented in smaller 
numbers than in the Humanities and Social 
Sciences, women are likely to enjoy greater 
equality and benefits. Her interviews with 
women scientists indicate that despite the 
sexual stereotyping of the Sciences, in gen­
eral, as a "masculine" field, most of the 
female respondents denied any discrimina­
tion or problems in their professional ca­
reers. Most of the senior women faculty 
took full responsibility for their lower pro­
ductivity, pace of promotion and achieve­
ment in recognition. These respondents 
emphasized their accomplishments rather 
than the obstacles they encountered and 
agreed thatthey ought to simply try harderto 
satisfy the requirements and expectations of 
their fields. Toren finds that gender-based 
discrimination of women in Israeli universi­
ties has become less crude in the last decade 
or so but it nevertheless persists. Differen­
tial treatment may change its appearance but 
as long as men continue to control promo­
tion and tenure committees as well as depart­
ments, and colleges, they will find new forms 
and ways to restrict women's progress and 
influence. 
Chapter Six, "Marriage and Mother­
hood: The Big Hurdle," focuses on a fre­
quent theme in Toren's interviews: family 
obligations and motherhood. Among the 
senior faculty women, 40 percent maintained 
that family and marriage did not represent an 
obstacle in their academic career; 43 percent 
did feel that being a mother of young chil­
dren early in their career did impede their 
career development. Toren's analysis of 
statistical data, however, suggests that mar­
riage and motherhood do not reduce the 
scientific and scholarly output of women 
faculty. Her findings imply that family 
obligations should not be regarded as the 
major hurdle obstructing professional suc­
cess of women in academia. Nevertheless, 
Toren's study shows that gender inequali­
ties and hurdles persist throughout women's 
academic careers. In her conclusion, she 
argues that "at the root of gender inequality 
in academia is the 'culture of science' that 
defines women as less worthy than men in 
general and less competent to do science in 
particular" (p. 129). The differential treat­
ment of women, according to Toren, stems 
from gender stereotypes and imagery to 
which high-ranking male decision-makers 
are highly susceptible, despite formal insti­
tutional reforms. 
In Reproducing Jews: A Cultural Ac­
count of Assisted Conception Susan Martha 
Kahn considers the change in the social 
status of unmarried mothers in the context of 
Israeli pronatalism. This pronatalist policy 
stems from the demographic threat, or the 
competition with Palestinian birth rates both 
inside and outside Israel, and from the need 
to create future soldiers. Yet, most of Kahn's 
interviewees do not reveal an awareness of 
being pressured into maternal or reproduc­
tive roles. Most of them perceive their 
decision to avail themselves of artificial 
insemination and other reproductive tech­
nologies as an indi vidual choice. These 
prospective mothers' attempt to give birth is 
seen as an understandable, if desperate, de­
sire for children. In spite of the challenges 
assisted reproduction may pose to the insti­
tution of marriage, the cultural importance 
of motherhood becomes reinforced through 
women's use of reproductive technology. 
Yet, these technologies' separation between 
the woman's egg and the woman's womb as 
the locus or crux of the reproductive moment 
challenges the very definition of mother-
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hood. What is a mother? The woman who 
contributes her egg to an infertile woman, or 
the one whose womb grows the donated 
sperm? To be sure, "the conceptual frag­
mentation of women's bodies into eggs and 
wombs is clearly problematic" as it threat­
ens to "dehumanize women and to promote 
an attitude that views their bodies as detach­
able parts that can be combined and recom­
bined in order to create legitimate mater­
nity" (p. 113). Anothercomplicatingfactor, 
in the future, may be posed by surrogacy, 
which has recently been legalized in Israel. 
In her conclusion, Kahn suggests that 
the "same technology that presents unmar­
ried women with an unprecedented degree 
of reproductive autonomy, at the same time, 
exposes them to a host of arguably exploita­
tion reproductive practices, from surrogacy 
to paid egg donation to the implicit coercion 
to motherhood (p. 174). 
Despite the various disciplinary per­
spectives of these three books and despite 
the different foci of their research, all three 
authors seem to suggest that women in Israel 
are currently facing serious challenges, both 
in the public and private domains. In spite of 
substantive legislative and formal institu­
tional gains as well as the technOlogical 
advantages and progressive tolerance they 
seem to enjoy, Israeli women continue to 
suffer from subtle forms of discrimination 
and manipulation. Those who choose public 
careers, as politicians or academicians, find 
themselves lagging behind their male peers 
in terms of recognition and power. In the 
private sphere, on the other hand, women are 
supported by both state subsidies and so­
phisticated technologies. Yet, even as they 
enter and complete the process of becoming 
a mother, they are made aware of the mean­
inglessness of the very term and definition 
of motherhood as male technologists ma­
nipulate their bodies. 
Esther Fuchs is professor of Judaic Studies/ 
Near East Studies at the University of Ari­
zona and a contributing editor. 
Interdisciplinary Images 
Representations of Jews 
Through the Ages 
edited by Leonard Jay 
Greenspoon and Bryan F. LeBeau 
Omaha, NE: Creighton University 
Press 
A Review Essay 
by Jonathan Silvennan 
As academe moves away from its long­
standing prejudices against popular culture, 
along comes a work that confirms how use-
4 
ful such study might be when studying an 
ethnic, religious and artistic culture such as 
the one that surrounds Judaism. Despite its 
mundane name, Representations of Jews in 
Popular Culture is anything but. The collec­
tion, collated from a conference held at 
Creighton University in 1995, is an interdis­
ciplinary marvel. 
The work is diverse both in its choice of 
medium and critical perspectives. Repre­
sentations of Jews in Popular Culture's es­
says cover art, literature, television, movies, 
photographs, race relations, music, theater, 
cartooning and journalism in both specific 
and general ways. While the individual 
papers are not histories of individual topics, 
all of them provide a broader perspective of 
the individual topic they examine. 
All the essays have their merit, and I 
suspect readers will have their own favorites 
based on their particular expertise. My own 
favorite essay is David Porush' s "Jews Don't 
Hitch: The American Religion in Northern 
Exposure." Porush does a wonderful job 
showing how the American Jew's conflict 
between loyalty to religion and to the as­
similating tendency in the United States 
plays out in an episode of Northern Expo­
sure. In this particular episode, the towns­
people ofCicely try to find a suitable mourn­
ing group for Dr. Joel Fleischman, their New 
York-Jewish doctor, whose uncle has died. 
The essay complicates the struggle Ameri­
can Jews often face even in the 20th century 
(and the 21st) as they address an age-old 
problem; it also addresses, more specifi­
cally, the difficulties the entertainment in­
dustry has in representing modem American 
Jews in movies and television. 
My least favorite are the three literary 
essays, in particular the two essays that trace 
the image of the Jew in the 19th and 20th 
centuries. Much of their material has been 
covered to some extent by Louis Harap's 
exhaustive studies of the Jewish image in 
American literature. At least Regine 
Rosenthal addresses Harap's work in "In­
venting the Other: Ambivalent Construc­
tions of the Wandering Jew/ess in the Nine­
teenth Century American Literature," and 
adds two elements to Harap's work: a focus 
on a particular type of Jewish character as 
well as a fashionable use of Michael Fou­
cault. S. Lillian Kremer's work on the 
"Shifting Perspectives of the Jew in Twenti­
eth Century American Literature" does not 
even cite Harap, whose interpretations are 
certainly not the last word in Jewish-Ameri­
can literary studies, but his interpretations, 
particularly regarding images of Jews, need 
to be addressed in essays like Kremer's. 
Also, I think Greg Zacharias in "The Idea of 
Jew in Henry James' Novels" reads James's 
"idea" too generously toward James, al­
though I do like his comparison of James to 
the Anglo-Jewish writer Amy Levy, whose 
work I had not known. But those whose field 
is not Jewish literary studies (as is mine) 
many not feel the same way. 
It may be true, in fact, that the book's 
central value is to educate those of us who 
study one aspect of Jewish culture to the 
thematic connections in other disciplines. 
As someone who focuses particularly on the 
Jewish literary and cultural experience in 
20th-century America, I found Yo ram 
Lubling's essay on Woody Allen very use­
ful, but Russel Lemmons's essay on Hans 
Schewizter's anti-Semitic cartoons in 
Weima, Gemaany, and John Calvert's work 
on the radical Islamic cartoons of Jews in the 
Middle East gave me a broader perspective 
on my own work. I also enjoyed Richard S. 
Levy's work on the Protocols of the Elders 
of Zion, Kerri Steinberg's analysis of the 
stereotypes and archetypes in the photo­
graphic campaigns of the United Jewish 
Appeal, and Pamela A. Cohen's work on 
"George Segal's HolocaustMemorial"; they 
gave me ideas on how to approach the notion 
of representation in my own work in the 
classroom and in my research. 
Too often we worry about whether 
studying popular culture seems rrivial. The 
essays in Representations of American Jew­
ish Culture are a good indication that study­
ing popular culture is crucial work that can 
expand the ways we think about culture and 
perhaps ourselves. 
Jonathan Silverman is a professor of En­
glish, Virginia Commonwealth University, 
and a contributing editor. 
Biblical Scholanahlp of 
Grace and Insight 
Songs of the Heart: f'!._I_� 
Introduction to the Book of .--...,"" 
by Nahum M. Sarna 
New York: Schocken Books 
Studies in Bib/icallnterpretatlon 
by Nahum Sarna 
Philadelphia: Jewish Publication 
Society 
ARBViswEssay 
by Kristin Swenson-Mendez 
When I took my first bumbling steps of 
Biblical scho!arship at a small Norwegian 
college in the midst of southern Minnesota 
fields, Nahum Sama was a gentle guide. My 
teachers at St. Olaf advised that the Jewish 
Publication Society commentary series was 
indispensable to exegesis. Sarna and Chaim 
Potok initiated the series with Sarna writing 
the Genesis and Exodus volumes. So, at the 
long oak desks of the library reference room, 
I first witnessed Sarna's elegant synthesis of 
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faith and learning. 
Recently, as I rried to wrest a blessing 
from my dissertation concerning the Judah 
and Joseph poems in Genesis 49, I not only 
returned to Sarna's Genesis commentary but 
also found help in Sarna's article on a par­
ticularly knotty divine title in Gen. 49:24. 
So it is an honor to reflect here on two books 
by a scholar of particular insight and grace. 
Songs of the Heart: An Introduction to the 
Book of Psalms was published several years 
ago but the poems it studies are timeless and 
Sarna's presentation shows "that in this age 
of spiritual and moral chaos they still have 
something to teach us." Studies in Biblical 
Interpretation is new but, as a collection of 
Sarna's previously published articles, its 
content reflects a lifetime of work. 
In Songs of the Heart Sarna does not 
attempt to discuss each psalm or to provide 
an overview of the whole book of Psalms. 
Instead, he treats 10 psalms in detail. Nev­
ertheless, Sarna introduces Songs of the Heart 
with a brief discussion of the historical con­
text of Psalms and some general matters 
such as musicality and authorship. In writ­
ing also about the "survival" of the Psalms in 
his introduction, Sarna returns to a point 
made on the first page, a point that is sus­
tained throughout Songs of the Heart. That 
is, "In the Psalms, the human soul extends 
itself beyond its confining, sheltering, im­
permanent houst of clay . . .  The biblical 
psalms are essentially a record of the human 
quest for God" (p. 3). 
The 10 psalms, which Sarna makes the 
focus of nine chapters are Psalms 1, 8, 19, 15 
and 24 (taken together), 30, 48, 82, 93, and 
94. In his discussions of these psalms, Sarna 
treats several themes that inform not only 
the composition of Biblical literature(s) but 
also the posture of a human being seeking 
the right way in life. These themes include 
the role of Torah in human happiness and 
prosperity, and the inscrutability of a God 
who is responsible for marvels of the uni­
verse, king of the heavens and earth, yet 
interested in individuals. They includeques­
tions concerning both proper worship on the 
part of people and proper judgment on the 
part of God. And they include, on the one 
hand, thanksgiving for healing help; and, on 
the other hand, bitter complaint for the con­
tinued success of wrongdoers. 
That Songs of the Heart grew out of 
Sarna's teaching experiences and is the prod­
uct of a passionate teacher is clear on every 
page. This is not a book that reads like an 
attempt to impress a small group of experts; 
rather, it is an intelligent and intelligible 
discussion of some of the most intriguing, 
and frequently most difficult, matters in 
Psalms study. Within the context of his 
discussion of individual psalms, Sarna pre­
sents a sophisticated discussion of philology 
and historical context in a forthright and 
unpretentious manner. As a result, readers 
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are invited to learn about the literatures and 
theologies of ancient Israel's neighbors and 
encouraged to ask how the psalmists adapted 
and adopted such texts, images and ideas 
into Israel's Psalms. Indeed, in his afterword, 
Sarna explains: 
"I have tried to lay before the reader 
something of the thought-world of the 
authors and worshipers. I have en­
deavored to present their animating 
ideas and concepts, the values they 
held dear, the truths they adhered to, 
the ideals that stirred them, the con­
victions they firmly and passionately 
cherished. My purpose has been, not 
to sate the reader's appetite for knowl­
edge about these matters, but to 
sharpen it" (p. 207). 
Some of the essays reproduced in Stud­
ies in Biblical Interpretation reflect Sarna's 
study of Psalms. But where Songs of the 
Heart stops short of technical matters con­
cerning the history of Psalms scholarship 
and superscription in the Psalms, essays in 
Studies in Biblical Interpretation take up 
and develop these topics. There are also a 
few essays on specific psalms, including 
Psalms 19 (a very different essay than that in 
Songs of the Heart), 89 and 92. 
Studies in Biblical Interpretation is or­
ganized in four sections, three of which 
reflect the three parts of a TaNaK. The 
fourth section, which is actually first in this 
volume, concerns more general avenues of 
inquiry in Hebrew Bible scholarship. The 
first section of Studies in Biblicallnterpre­
tation comprises a collection of different 
"Essays on Biblical and Related Topics." 
These essays include "The Divine Title," 
"Paganism and Biblical Judaism," "The Bib­
lical Sources for the History of the Monar­
chy," "Ancient Libraries and the Ordering 
of the Biblical Books," "The Authority and 
Interpretation of Scripture in Jewish Tradi­
tion," "Rashi the Commentator," "Abraham 
Ibn Ezra as an Exegete," "Abraham Geiger 
and Biblical Scholarship," and "Jewish Bible 
Scholarship and Translations in the United 
States." 
The second section, concerning ''To­
rah," includes "The Anticipatory Use of 
Information as a Literary Feature of the 
Genesis Narrative," "Genesis 21 :33: A Study 
in the Development of a Biblical Text andlts 
Rabbinic Transformation," "The 
Decalogue," "Introduction to the Hilleli 
Manuscript," and "Writing a Commentary 
on the Torah." 
The third section has four articles con­
cerning the "Prophets." They are "Naboth' s 
Vineyard Revisited (IKings 21)," "The 
Abortive Insurrectionin Zedekiah's Day 
(Jeremiah 27-29)," "Zedekiah's Emancipa­
tion of Slaves and the Sabbatical Year," and 
"Ezekiel 8:17: A Fresh Examination." 
The final section of Sama's previously 
published articles concerns the "Writings." 
It includes "Prolegomenon to the Psalms," 
"The Psalm Superscriptions and the Guilds," 
"Legal Terminology in Psalm 3:8," "Psalm 
XIX and the Near Eastern Sun-God Litera­
ture," "Psalm 89: A Study in Inner Biblical 
Exegesis," "The Psalm for the Sabbath Day 
(Psalm 92)," "Epic Substratum in the Prose 
of Job," and "The Mythology Background 
of Job 18." 
The articles vary considerably in both 
length and focus, reflecting the wide range 
of Sarna's inquiry and scholarship. Because 
Protestant Christianity has shaped much of 
my background, both personal and academic, 
I especially enjoyed learning more about the 
history of and great figures in Jewish Bibli­
cal study, from the Spanish Middle Ages to 
modem Jewish scholarship in the United 
States. Much of the first section of Sarna's 
Studies in Biblical Interpretation concerns 
this rich tradition of Jewish study. 
Another prominent feature of Sarna's 
essays reflects his interest in the societies 
and literatures of ancient Israel's neighbors 
as they inform our understanding of Biblical 
texts. This comparative study is evident in 
both historical and literary critical investiga­
tions. Examples of the formerinciude Sama' s 
essays on the Decalogue, Naboth's Vine­
yard and Psalm 19. Essays concerning ''The 
Anticipatory Use of Information," Ezekiel 
8: 17 and Psalm 89 provide examples of the 
latter. 
Sarna's illustrious history is evident in 
the lengthy bibliography of his publications, 
listed at the end of the book. Jeffrey Tigay's 
Foreword fills in some of the blanks behind 
the bibliographic list with a brief biography 
of Sa rna, the scholar . . .  and the teacher. Tigay 
writes, "His classes were characterized by 
pedagogically sophisticated syllabi as well 
REFUELING IN ANYTOLIA 
The Holy Land on 
strike, the jumbo worlds land here 
for half a day to 
wait in line for fuel. My 
schedule blown, at least I pray 
my moming prayers 
sunward, exhausted, beyond 
thinking how to glue 
the broken plan all in all. 
I try to sleep and let the 
Lord mend things for me. 
He's altogether much more 
used to worlds gone wrong, 
the faithful withheld, the waiting 
and much more altogether. 
-Richard Sherwin 
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as the qualities one finds in his publications: 
lucidity, careful organization, breadth of 
knowledge and insights based on newly rec­
ognized evidence or new angles of vision" 
(p. xvii). Studies in Biblical Interpretation 
provides a window onto Sarna's richly fur­
nished house of study and, with these essays, 
he invites us in. 
Kristin Swenson-Mendez is a professor of 
religious studies, Virginia Commonwealth 
University and a contributing editor. 
Outsider As Insider As 
Outsider 
Synagogue Life: A Study in 
Symbolic Interpretation 
by Samuel C. Heilman 
New Brunswick. NJ: Transa. ct . .. ion.� Publishers 
Sociological studies of Jews are hardly 
rare, or even new. In fact, studies of the 
social structure of Jewish communities in 
North America go back to the very begin­
nings of the 20th century. Hutchins 
Hapgood's classical study of the New York 
Jewish community, The Spirit of the Ghetto, 
for example, was published in 1902. Since 
then numerous investigations have been con­
ducted on a variety of Jewish communities 
and such analyses continue to constitute a 
significant subfield in Jewish studies. But, 
within this arena of scholarly acti vi ty, Samuel 
Heilman's study of syagogue life, which 
first appeared in 1976, continues to occupy 
a special place. What makes this book 
different is its approach. Unlike other books 
dealing with the religious world of North 
American Jewry, Heilman's work deals 
hardly at all with such obvious topics as the 
history and nature .of the synagogue, the 
structure of the traditional liturgy;the classi­
cal Jewish concept of the divine, the role of 
the rabbi, and the like. Rather it is first and 
foremost an ethnographic study, looking 
primarily at how Orthodox Jews interact 
with each other in a religious setting. It 
examines not how things ought to be theo­
logically but rather how in fact things are as 
Orthodox Jews organize their behavior in 
the synagogue. And, we see how thatbehav­
ior changes as the function of the synagogue 
shifts from being, at one time, a house of 
prayer; at another time, a place of Talmudic 
study; and, at a third time, a house of assem­
bly. In other words, Heilman, as a model 
participant-observer, looks at his Orthodox 
Jewish community as an anthropologist 
would look at an exotic tribe. Only, in this 
case, the tribe consists of the members of 
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"Kehillat Kodesh" in the "Dudley Mead­
ows" section of "Sprawl City." What 
emerges is not a pattern of belief or a de­
scription of a cuI tic ritual but a system of 
social interactions. 
This book, as I noted above, was pub­
lished a quarter of a century ago and so has 
already had its fair share of reviews and 
commentary. The occasion of its republica­
tion now does not necessarily require a new 
review but it does give us the chance to look 
back at the book from the perspective af­
forded by 25 years. In this regard, it should 
be noted that the new edition before us is not 
precisely the same book that was originally 
published. Although the text itself is un­
changed, the new edition includes an Intro­
duction and Afterword, both of which have 
a story to tell about the effects of the book as 
seen from the distance of nearly a generation 
since its first appearance. The Samuel 
Heilman of today is the Harold Proshansky 
Professor of Jewish Studies and Sociology 
at the Graduate School and University Cen­
ter of the City University of New York. 
When the book was first written, however, 
he was a new Ph.D. just beginning his career. 
We now learn that the very experience of 
writing this work had a permanent effect on 
Heilman the scholar, as both his new Intro­
duction and his new Afterword (reprinted 
from an article that originally appeared in 
The American Sociologist in May 1980) 
indicate. These additions document the ef­
fect of reading this book and Heilman's 
thoughts about the experience of writing the 
book. Those years themselves contain some 
interesting lessons and it is on these lessons 
that I want to focus my remarks. 
Let me begin by saying a little about the 
book itself. The clearest exposition is the 
one Heilman himself gives at the very begin­
ning. He states that in the book before us, he 
has "attempted to describe from the perspec­
tive of the participant observer, but with a 
minimum of sociological jargon, the inter­
action generated within and by the members 
of a small modern Orthodox Jewish syna­
gogue located in a large northeastern Ameri­
can city. . This is not a book about the 
religion of Orthodox Jews, for it explains 
neither their religion nor the essence of the 
Orthodoxy. .  If the book succeeds in its 
purpose, the reader will finally know little if 
anything about the meaning that the Ortho­
dox synagogue has for the faithful; he will 
see only how Orthodox Jews, as social be­
ings, [italics in the original] act in their 
congregation" (pp. xxiii-xxiv). On the sur­
face, then, the book is little more than a 
series of close observations about how the 
people in this small synagogue interact with 
each other accompanied by scholarly reflec­
tion on what these interactions mean. But 
this description hardly catches the breath­
taking insights and connections that emerge. 
We discover that the way the synagogue is 
laid out provides a whole array of syntactic 
and grammatical rules for symbolic commu­
nication of social meaning and that how 
people use this space is analogous to the 
creation of phrases and sentences in a con­
versation. Accordingly, Heilman pays at­
tention to how congregants arrange them­
selves (i.e., who sits next to whom, where 
you walk to when you walk around, who 
talks to whom, what they talk about and how 
they talk about it-news, gossip about one­
self, gossip about others or jokes). From 
each such encounter one can derive some 
insight into social organization. And, as in 
any language, a similar sentence can have 
different meanings in different contexts. 
Thus we see over and over again that how 
men relate to women is highly structured. 
But this structure changes, and so the rela­
tionship between the genders changes, as the 
context shifts, depending on a variety of 
[This book] examines not how 
things ought to be theologically 
but rather how in fact things are 
as Orthodox Jews organize their 
behavior in the synagogue. 
... Heilman, as a model participant­
observer, looks at his Orthodox 
Jewish community as an 
anthropologist would look at an 
exotic tribe. 
factors such as the day of the week, the time 
of day, the location within the synagogue 
and so forth. Another wonderful example is 
his discussion of how one is to deal with the 
various types of fundraisers who visit the 
synagogue. Interactions are coded accord­
ing to when and where they occur and in 
accordance with the status given the 
fundraiser, who are carefully and systemati­
cally divided into diverse classes: beggars, 
schnorrers or meshulachim. Another good 
example is the distribution of kibbudim 
("honors"), which sounds in Heilman's 
analysis remarkably like a sort of Jewish 
Potlatch in which various status symbols are 
distributed in accordance with their per­
ceived value at various times and in accor­
dance with the regnant hierarchy of social 
organization. In short, no encounter, regard­
less of how seemingly casual and ad hoc, is 
without its embedded structure as well as 
meaning. 
It is, of course, because of the very 
nature of the study that Heilman's book 
affords us not a picture of a static and essen­
tial Orthodoxy but rather a snapshot of his 
"tribe" at a particular time in its history. This 
turns out to be, in 1976, just when the com­
munity was making its transition from a 
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community of Eastern European immigrants 
to a community of native-born Americans. 
Thus the book can serve, in our day, as a kind 
of social history as well. This is so because 
we can find woven into the encounters the 
book documents numerous messages about 
self-definition, an area then in some flux as 
the immigrant generation was giving way to 
a native born one. We learn, for example, 
through careful listening and observation, 
what members of Kehillat Kodesh think 
about other Jews from whom they want to 
differentiate themselves-not only non-Or­
thodox Jews but also other types of Ortho­
dox Jews (such as those who are less obser­
vant than they are, on the one hand, and those 
who are more "frum" or observant, on the 
other). Heilman shows, through their sto­
ries, gossip, jokes, etc., how these particular 
modern Orthodox Jews attempt to position 
themselves among the various options out 
there and, so in the process, define them­
selves as Orthodox, but of a certain type, and 
as Americans, but of a certain type. There is 
in all this, then, an interesting insight into the 
state of Orthodoxy a quarter of a century 
ago. In this regard, I was struck by one 
reviewer, William Helmreich in Present 
Tense of Autumn 1977, who begins by not­
ing that "it is no longer a secret that thou­
sands of young Jewish men and women 
adhere strictly to an Orthodox way of life 
while working as attorneys, doctors, busi­
nessmen, accountants, professors and other 
worldly occupations." He ends by wonder­
ing whether such a community can survive 
into the next generation. In our day of 
resurgent Orthodoxy and even Ultra-Ortho­
doxy, it is interesting to see how tenuous 
matters looked from within and without a 
generation ago. 
lt is Heilman's ability to see the subter­
ranean connections between these encoun­
ters that results in the curious sensation 
again and again of reading about a faraway 
and exotic tribe that is somehow also aw­
fully familiar. Orthodox Judaism as a sys­
tem of life given at Sinai dissolves into the 
quotidian encounters of people engaged in 
social bonding and self-definition, albeit in 
the confines of the synagogue. At one level, 
one is reading about Orthodox Jews but, at 
another, one could just as well be reading 
about some alien clan like the imaginary 
Bonga-Bonga that I use as illustrations in 
my classes. Judaism disintegrates into eth­
nic bonding and social negotiation. This 
rather disconcerting character of the book 
was recognized even in the first reviews. 
Jacob Chinitz, writing in the 
Reconstructionist of January 1977, begins 
his review by recalling debates in his tradi­
tional yeShiva training about which subjects 
were most corrosive to faith-science, phi­
losophy, to name a few. After reading this 
book, he notes, he realizes the most threaten­
ing discipline is sociology because it de-
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scribed the reality of everyday life without 
reference to the divine. He then, curiously, 
ends his review with a paragraph detailing 
the finer aspects of the halachah as regards 
the proper use of keys on Shabbat. In short, 
Chinitz takes us back to familiar ground for 
a discussion of Orthodox Judaism. I take 
this to mean that Chinitz found the book's 
description of Orthodoxy so detached and 
secular that he felt compelled to revert to 
traditional discourse to protect his (and 
Orthodoxy's?) identity. 
In this regard, maybe one of the most 
interesting aspects of the book 25 years later 
is how Heilman was changed by it. In his 
new Introduction and Afterword, he shares 
anecdotes about his reception in the Ortho­
dox community after the book appeared. He 
also talks about the deconstructing effect of 
the analysis on his own sense of identity and 
belonging as regards the community. There 
were even some who were no longer sure he 
came out of fhe writing of the book as still 
Orthodox. He had, after all, lifted the curtain 
of Orthodoxy's own sense of sacrality only 
to find normal humans at work behind the 
controls. One of the moving aspects of the 
reflective materials added to the book in this 
reprinted edition is the admission on the part 
of Heilman that, after 23 years, one of the 
doubters about the survival of his Orthodox 
purity is Heilman himself. I suppose one can 
never walk through the looking glass (orinto 
the pardes) and come from the experience 
the same. As Heilman himself put matters, 
he began as a stranger in Kehillat Kodesh 
"going native" and ended in some sense 
becoming a native who "went strange" (p. 
278). In reading this book, even 25 years 
later, we share some element of that journey 
as well. 
Peter J. Haas holds the Abba Hillel Silver 
Chair of Jewish Studies at Case Western 
Reserve University and is a contributing 
editor. 
Fiction 
CoUected Stories. By Lily Brett. Queensland, 
Australia: University of Queensland Press. 
Lily Brett is an award-winning novelist and 
poet as well as a brilliant short-story writer. 
This collection brings together her two se­
quences of stories, published as Things Could 
Be Worse and What God Wants, following 
the lives of a company of Melbourne friends 
who survived the Holocaust, and the com­
plex lives of the children they raised. Al­
ways under the shadow of their history, the 
close-knit Jewish community portrayed in 
these stories tackles life with exuberance, 
passion and extraordinary humor. Themes 
explored include guilt, fear and the need for 
belonging-to the family, to the community 
and to the faith. Black and white drawings 
accompany the stories and are presumably 
the work of Brett's husband, David Rankin, 
a prominent Australian painter. 
* * * * * *  
Letters 
Selected Letters of Mary Antin. By Evelyn 
Salz. Syracuse University Press. Many 
readers are no doubt familiar with the much­
celebrated Promised Land (1912) and From 
Plotzk to Boston (1899), both written by 
Mary Antin (1881-1949), the noted Ameri­
can autobiographer, political activist and 
public figure. Antin's strong Jewish back­
ground has its roots in poverty and the anti­
Semitism of the Pale of Settlement in Rus­
sia. These forces made the Antins, along 
with more than 2 million European Jews, 
emigrate to the United States. In 1894, the 
13-year-old Antin arrived in Boston with her 
mother and siblings to be reunited with her 
father who had preceded them three years 
earlier. Her youth and adolescence were 
spent in Chelsea and Boston, Massachu­
setts. The correspondence in this volume 
(1899-1949) follows Antin's life from a 
precocious adolescence through her years of 
fame and public involvement as well as her 
slow descent into mental illness and even­
tual obscurity. A must for readers interested 
in how the Jewish writer in America has 
faced the dual challenges of assimilation and 
the crisis of identity . . .  and for readers inter­
ested in how the Jewish woman writer in 
America has faced these very same chal­
lenges. Also a must-read for those interested 
in immigrant women's autobiographies and 
the female identity in cross-cultural per­
spectives. Thanks to Ms. Salz for restoring 
Ms. Antin to a prominent place in American 
literature. 
* * * * * *  
Niddah 
From the root ndd, which means separation. 
Since ancient times, Jewish law has desig­
nated women as impure during their men­
strual flow and for several days thereafter. 
During this time, a Jewish woman is consid­
ered Niddah-unable to have sexual rela­
tions with her husband and excluded from 
the synagogue. unable to practice the sacred 
rituals of Judaism. Purification in a miqveh 
following her period restores full status as a 
wife and as a member of the Jewish commu­
nity. Nowadays, most of the separation 
concerns husband-wife relations and is sexu­
ally loaded. The level of separation varies 
from parting the beds and not passing any 
object to the husband to only refraining from 
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sexual penetration. 
Today, debates about the meaning and prac­
tice ofNiddah continue. Niddah is the sub­
ject of the two books reviewed next. Both 
fascinating and immensely scholarly works 
affirm one central fact-traditions are not 
static. 
Menstrual Purity: Rabbinic and Christian 
Reconstructions of Biblical Gender. By 
Charlotte Elisheva Fonrobert. Stanford 
University Press. This book presents first a 
study of the classical rabbinic discourse on 
menstruation and of the range of meanings 
that talmudic literature accords to women's 
bodies in its discourse of Niddah, or the 
regulations pertaining to menstruation that 
are derived from Biblical law. Texts pro­
duced between the period from the redaction 
of the earliest rabbinic text, the Mishnah, to 
the end of the redaction of the Babylonian 
Talmud, form the basis of the author's study. 
What do you think . .  . is the designated impu­
rity of menstruation sexist? Or does ritual 
absence from sex during menstruation en­
courage a rhythmic reaffirmation of conju­
gal intimacy? How did gender work, and 
how was it made to work, in rabbinic litera­
ture? How did that literature dictate the 
place of women in Jewish culture? If your 
interest is piqued, join Charlotte Elisheva 
Fonrobert, Assistant Professor of Talmudic 
Studies at the Ziegler School of Rabbinic 
Studies at the University of Judaism in Los 
Angeles in this scholarly journey in search 
of answers to these questions. Along the 
way, the author analyzes the architectural 
metaphors deployed to describe female 
anatomy, arguing that this discursive con­
struction operated culturally to associate 
women with the home and exclude them 
from rabbinic study halls. She also shows 
that rabbinic discourse is not completely 
controlled by rabbinic theology; she ana­
lyzes talmudic discussions that allow alter­
native gender perspectives to emerge, indi­
cating that women and their bodies were not 
completely objectified. The book concludes 
with a study of early Christian texts that 
relate to the same Biblical laws on menstrual 
impurity as rabbinic text. 
Women and Water: Menstruation in Jew­
ish Life and Law. Edited by Rahel R. 
Wasserfall. Hanover, NH: Brandeis Uni­
versity Press, published by the University 
Press of New England. Women and Water 
opens a window onto centuries of debate 
about a ritual that evokes strong feelings in 
both its advocates and its critics. Essays 
from historians and ethnographers examine 
Niddah across time and place, and show how 
Jewish women's interpretations of the cleans­
ing bath were often at odds with the views of 
husbands, doctors and rabbis. As a group, 
these essays also speak to contemporary 
feminist concerns with the shaping of 
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women's identity, power relations between 
women and men, and the role of women in 
the sacred. Readers will find first-class 
summaries and analyses of Biblical and rab­
binic sources side-by-side with contempo­
rary ethnographic participant observations 
and interviews with ethnically and socio­
economically diverse Jewish populations. 
* * * * * *  
Narratives 
More than perhaps any other genre, narra­
tives remind us that the past is real and does 
not die. Its memory will be served. Several 
narratives in The Feminist's  Comer admi­
rably serve the memory of the past. 
Uncertain Travelers: Conversations with 
Iewish Women Immigrants to America. By 
Marjorie Agosin. Hanover. NH: Brandeis 
University Press, published by the Univer­
sity Press of New England. In a remarkable 
exploration of the experience of exile, poet 
and human rights activist Marjorie Agosin 
offers the thoughtful, often poignant testi­
mony of 10 Jewish women who left their 
homelands and carne to the United States. 
They carne variously from Europe and Latin 
America-at different periods in their lives, 
in different decades of the century and in 
differing economic circumstances-fleeing 
the Holocaust or political oppression, or 
simply seeking opportunity. Herself a Chil­
ean emigrant to the United States, the author 
opens the hook with a meditation on her own 
heritage and history. The conversations 
with the other nine women are arranged 
chronologically, with the older women 
speaking first with each preceded by a short 
introduction that provides a context for the 
woman's life. This is a richly woven tapes­
try of recollections. 
LA/a's Story: A Memoir of the Holocaust. 
By Lala Fishman and Steven Weingartner. 
Evanston, IL: Northwestern University 
Press. What if you were Jewish and your 
family was cursed to live in a time and place 
when it was a capital crime to be a Jew? Born 
into a middle-class Jewish family in 1922, 
Lala Weintraub grew up in Lvov, Poland. 
Her parents were assimilated Jews, and the 
family lived in a religiously and ethnically 
mixed neighborhood. When the Nazis came, 
Lala survived by convincing them she was a 
Christian-a Polish Gentile girl named 
Urszula Krzyanowska. This narrative of 
survival is her story. Also, it is the story of 
a young girl's calculated and resolute struggle 
to defy, resist and ultimately defeat the forces 
that sought her demise. It hegins with the 
1945 liberation of Katowice, the Polish town 
where she was living. Fishman traverses 
much ground in this narrative-her Ukrai­
nian origins, her Lvov childhood, war, occu­
pation by the Russians, invasion by the Ger-
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THE YEARLY BATTLEFIELD 
by Richard Sherwin 
New Year was lovely, cool and gentle winds. 
Gd's judgment bearable as sin. 
Now the horrors on, the beat turned up, 
soul turned parchment parched and crumbling. 
Repentance the only air conditioner worlcing. 
Breathe and keep on breathing, 
no more shiIking. 
HaJlWay to Atonement Day and lost 
already, the list gets longer, tempers shorter. 
I thought my sins had fought it out and won 
and left the battlefield and me to rust 
unscrappably polluted in decay. 
Inscrutably the greatest Moslems say 
the Lord has broken me and now is tossing 
sizzling chaff to the sun, my breaths recorded. 
**** 
I'm willing to wait forever for Messiahs. 
Faith in none and faith in all the same. 
They got nothing I want, unless it's genes 
devouter than the ones that are my name. 
Anything less, and nothing's changed, and 
I will stand etemaJly a mess of silly 
sins and petty virtues even dreaming 
changing's  stupid, dreaming willy-nilly. 
And every year the Lord records the failure 
and every year forgives the failed repentance. 
And every year I pray this time the shame 
of second rate devotion can be met, faced 
down with something left to cany on with. 
Torah my only lifeline left, my song. 
**** 
Arrogance, of COUIse, and yet required, 
I've ordered in the throes of bitter dying 
cilIOn, palrn, myrtle and willow-ready 
for the songs of praise, the day's processions 
all the while I know I don't deserve 
to live for giving Gd such tenth-rate service. 
If I live to do the Feast of Huts again 111 
dance until I've lost the weight I've feasted, 
sing beyond the silence of the throat 
gone hoarse with hallelujah psalms, and then 
collapse from praising Gd the aching bones 
grown old and brittle paradox and feet 
**** 
I tell myself psychiatrists would pay me if 
my sins or lIOubles were out of the common. 
The fact that I pay them, or friends, with 
praise or cash, for listening to my boring plots 
says all that's needed. Even exaggeration, 
white or dingy lies, can't hold my audience. 
I've never even tickled the interest of Satan. 
Or near turned on the beating aid of Gd. 
The best I can hope for's mediocre souls like 
me got rights to live what Gd has gened us. 
Saint nor sinner, amateur athletes at best, 
even as lookers-on not near the gold, 
silver or bronze beyond us equally, 
what's left is what I am, this holy mess. 
**** 
Fmally at sixty-seven I've learned 
the way to tie the fringes on the comers 
of the four-square garment worn beneath 
my clothes to hold me to commandments fast 
Two and seven, two and eight, two 
eleven, two thirteen the knots that knot 
my mind to grace, or should, were I the Jew 
I know I should be, and worse, I know I'm not 
Bits and pieces, rags and threads 
I've earned the holy way to deaths 
I might have been born for 
but never planned or wanted in my youth. 
Something did me in while I wa napping. 
round the Torahs, and the final dancing Kanna Fate or Gd who knows who cares. 
in salvation's grace, renewing convenant- The holes in my knowledge I live in are here. 
Richard SheIWin is a member of the English Department of Bar [Ian University 
and a contribu1ing editor. 
mans, arrest in Sambor, journey to Krakow 
and the end of the war. The book ends by 
bringing her story to the present day. In­
deed, its lengthy afterward and epilogue are 
particularly powerful reflections on the fate 
of those lucky to have survived the Holo­
caust, such as the narrator and her brother as 
well as that of those who disappeared­
including the narrator's parents and sister. 
Sarah Barbara Watstein is assistant direc­
tor of Academic User Services, Virginia 
Commonwealth University, and a contribut­
ing editor. 
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And Switzerland's Fituist Hour. By David Kranzler. New YOlk: 
University of Syracuse Press. 
Israelis and the Jewish Tradition: An Ancient Peopk Debating Its 
Future. By David Hartman. New Haven, Cf: Yale University 
Press. 
Tradition! Cekbration and Ritual in Jewish Life. Edited by Vicki L. 
Weber. New Yotic: Hugh Lauter Levin Associates Inc./Behnnan 
House Inc. 
Why Ethics? Signs of Responsibilities. By Robert Gibbs. New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press. 
Social Science and the Politics of Madem Jewish Identity. By 
Mitchell B. Hart. Stanford University Press. 
Hannah Arendt and the Politics of Tragedy. By Robert C. Pirro. 
DeKalb: Northern lllinois University Press. 
Christianity in Jewish Terms. Edited by Tikva Frymer-Kensky et al. 
Boulder, CO: Westview Press. 
And I Will DweU in Their Midst: OrtIwdox Jews in Suburbia. By 
Elan Diamond. Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press. 
Jewish Enlightenment in an English Key: Anglo-Jewry's Construc­
tion of Madem Jewish 11wughL By David B. Ruderman. New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press. 
Web of Life: Fo/Jdore and Midrosh in Rabbinic literature. By Galit 
Hasan-Rokern. Stanford University Press. 
Reading the Zohar: The Sacred Text of the KabbaJoh. By Pinchas 
Geller. New York: Oxford University Press. 
The Jew WlIhin: Self, Family and Community in America. By 
Steven M. Cohen and Arnold M. Eisen. Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press. 
Old Jewish Folk Music: The Colkctions and Writings of Moshe 
Beregovski Edited and translated by Marlc Slobin. New Yotic: 
Syracuse University Press. 
Evangelizing the Chosen Peopk: Missions to the Jews in America, 
1880-2000. By Yaakov Ariel. Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press. 
Betrayal: Gemum Churches and the Holocaust Edited by Robert P. 
Ericksen and Susannah Heschel. Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 
Suffering Witness: The Qumulary of Responsibility After the 
Irreparabk. By James Hatley. Albany: The State University of 
New Yotic Press. 
Franz Rosenzweig: Philosophical and Theological Writings. Edited 
and translated by Paul W. Franks and Michael L. Morgan. 
Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Co. 
The Sabra: The Creation of the New Jew. By Oz Almog. Beticeley: 
University of California Press. 
Leap To Life: Trinmph Over Na::j Evil By Joseph Rebhun. New 
Yotic: Ardor Scribendi, Ltd. 
Black-Jewish Relations on Trial: Leo Frank and Jim Conley in the 
New South. By Jeffrey Melnick. Jackson: University of 
Mississippi Press. 
Three Women in Dark Tinws: Edith Stein, Hannah Arendt, Simone 
WeiL By Sylvie Courtine-Denamy. Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press. 
Denying History: Who Says the Holocaust Never Happened and Why 
Do They Say It? By Michael Shermer and Alex Grobman. 
Berkeley: University of California Press. 
0, Jerusakm! The Contested Future of the Jewish Covenant By 
Marc H. Ellis. Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 
The Gift of Language: Memory and Promise in Adonw, Be'!iamin, 
Heidegger and Rosenzweig. By Alexander Garcia Duttmann. 
New Yotic: Syracuse University Press. 
The Way Into Jewish Proyer. By Lawrence A. Hoffinan. Woodstock, 
VT: Jewish Lights Publishing. 
Dongerous Diplomacy: The Story of CarTLutz, Rescuer of 62,000 
Hungarion Jews. By Theo Tschuy. Grand Rapids, MI: Wrn. 
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. 
Recovering Judaism: The Universal Dimension of Judaism. By 
Jacob Neusner. Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 
The Dybbuk and the Yiddish Imagination: A Haunted Reader. 
Edited and translated by Joachim Neugroschel. New Yotic: 
Syracuse University Press. 
Choim Potok: A Critical Companion. By Sanford Sternicht. 
Westport. Cf: Greenwood Publishing Group. 
Nitui American Jewish Thinkers. By Milton R. Konvilz. New 
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers. 
Holocaust Representation: Art Within the Limits of History and 
Ethics. By Berel Lang. Baltimore, MD: The John Hopkins 
University Press. 
The Sinner and the Amnesiac: The Rabbinic Invention of Elisha .Ben 
Abuya and Ekomr Ben Aroch. By Aloon Goshen-Gottstein. 
Stanford University Press. 
Cuban-Jewish Journeys: Searchingfor Identity, Home and History 
in Miami. By Caroline Bettinger-Lopez. Knoxville: The 
University of Tennessee Press. 
The Jews in Weimar Gemumy. By Donald L. Niewyk. New 
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers. ' 
A Guure to Jewish Prayer. By Rabbi Adin Steinsallz. New Yotic: 
Schocken Press. 
A Seed in the Pocket of Their Blood. By Rafi Aaron. New Yotic: 
Syracuse University Press. 
The Genesis of Justice. By Alan M. Dershowilz. New Yotic: Wamer 
Books. 
An Introduction to Eorly Judositn. By James C. VanderKam. Grand 
Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. 
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The Image of the ShJefl: And Other Studies of Modem Jewish 
I11IllIJinaIion. By Dan Miron. New Y OIX: Syracuse University 
Press. 
A Room of His Own: In Search of the Feminine in the Novels of Saul 
Bellow. By Gloria L. Cronin. New York: Syracuse University 
Press. 
Death of a "Jewish Serenee": Psychoandysis in the Third Reich. By 
James E. and Eileen Brockman Goggin. West Lafayette, IN: 
Purdue University Press. 
The Presidents of the United States and the Jews. By David G. Dalin 
and Alfied 1. Kolatch. Middle Village, NY: Jonathan David 
Publishers Inc. 
To Reveal Our Hearts: Jewish Women Writers in Tsarist Russia. By 
Carole B. Balin. Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press . 
In the Footsteps of Orpheus: The Life and Times of Miklns Radnoti. 
By Zsuzsanna Ozsvath. Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 
Jewish Baby Boomers: A Communal Perspective. By Chaim I. 
Waxman. Albany: State University of New York Press. 
Language of Community: The Jewish Expemnee in Czech Lands. 
By Hillel J. Kieval .. Berkeley: University of California 
Press. 
The Tenible Power of a Minor Guilt: Literary Essays. By Abraham 
B. Yehoshua. New York: Syracuse University Press. 
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The Identity Question: Blacks and Jews in Europe and America. By 
Rohert Philipson. Jackson: University Press of Mississippi. 
The Birlh of God: The Bible and the Historian. By Jean Bottero. 
University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press. 
The Wandering Jews: The Classic Porlrait of a Vanished People. By 
Joseph Roth. New York: W.W. Norton & Company. 
America, Its Jews and the Rise of Na:;Jsm. By Gulie Ne'eman Arad. 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 
The Shadow of Death: The Holacaust in Lithuania. By Hany 
Gordon. Lexington: University of Kentucky Press. 
The Moscow Stale Yiddish Theater: Jewish Culture on the SoviRt 
Stage. By Jeffrey Veidlinger. Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press. 
The Rhetoric of Culture Dialogue: Jews and Germans from Moses 
Mendelssohn to Richard Wagner and Beyond. By Jeffrey S. 
Libren. Stanford University Press. 
The Wisdom of Love. By Alain Finkielkraut. Lincoln: The University 
of Nebraska Press. 
The Dentist of Auschwitz; A Memoir. By Benjamin Jacobs. Lexing­
ton: University of Kentucky Press. 
The Further Adventures of Menachem-MendL By Sholem Aleichem. 
New York: Syracuse University Press. 
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